
Act 2

Chapter 1: The White PC

One month after the loss of Cocole, 
an email was received from a certain person.

The story begins to move again...

Area 1: Commercial City Chartan

One month after the loss of Cocole, Elemia and the others followed the reports of Cocole, but found no 
clues.

She wasn’t appearing in the game...
She wouldn’t reply to emails...

One day we received an email from Wolf of the Wilderness.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

To everyone with affection, 
I have something to tell all of you.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

So, is it okay if we meet at the crossroads in front of the Commercial City of Chartan?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

From Wolf of the Wilderness.

NAVICO What the heck is Ms. Wolf talking about?

Player ...

NAVICO ...

NAVICO
For the time being, the conversation will not happen unless we go, so let's quickly meet 
up with everyone there.

Player *Nod*

Area 2: South Chalez Highway

Elemia Ah, you’re here, you’re here!

NAVICO Thank you for waiting.

Player *Bow*

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

You came, eh?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Everyone seems to be here now.
Any news on sis's whereabouts?

Elemia !

NAVICO !

Player ...



Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Well, the trip is long, so let's talk while walking.

Area 3: South Chalez Highway

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Actually, I asked Flatley to investigate sis's whereabouts...

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

The other day, I got information that she is in the Galue Mel continent in the south.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

That's why I'm going to Galue Mel.
What about you guys?

Player *Nod nod nod*

NAVICO He says, "We’re in trouble without her!"

Elemia You know what?

Elemia
I don't mind going.
I have free time.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

As expected, sis!
You’re very popular!

Elemia Are we the only ones you called?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

The other guys don't know the address.

Elemia I see...

Area 4: South Chalez Highway

Elemia Shouldn't you be more involved with other people?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Can you stop reading manga and immerse yourself in other hobbies?

Elemia Gah, the wolf pushes back...

Area 5: Morimori Countryside

Elemia Have you ever been to Galue Mel?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Never.

Player *Shakes head*

Elemia
Well, since it is originally a mountain range, the road is steep, but there is also the 
magical unexplored region of Seleka, so it's a fun place in the middle.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Is there more wilderness?

Elemia
There is a big wilderness in the south.
There are also ruins.



NAVICO
To the south is the Mal Gud Ruins.
The remnants of an ancient civilization.

NAVICO In the center is the Korawari Pass, which goes through the middle of a mountain range.

Elemia …I don’t know anything about this.

NAVICO Aren’t you telling me not to take a human job?

Area 6: Morimori Countryside

Elemia But why did you ask Flatley again?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I used to say that I was investigating various places.
I think it's better to have a wider search range.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

At first I was thinking of betting my fortune and spending the prize money…

Elemia Were you depending on that?

Area 7: Morimori Countryside

NAVICO From here, it’s more Morimori countryside.

NAVICO There was a New Year's event here when Cocole was alive.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Sis isn't dead!
You can’t convince me otherwise!

Elemia
Woah, woah...
Don’t get NAVICO worked up.

Area 8: Morimori Countryside

Elemia So, what’s the deal with Flatley?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Sis's friend ID was a match when I searched for it in the Otsuji market on the Galue 
continent.

NAVICO
That's solid information.
The friend ID is not usually worn.

Elemia But if she’s safe, why doesn’t she contact me?

Elemia To escape the wolf stalking...?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Huh?

Elemia Nothing!

Area 9: Ruu Elyuu South Gate

Black Name Roooooaaaaar!

Elemia
The Black Names...
they’ve been increasing again lately.



NAVICO
Let's at least give her a memorial service with a single blow!
That’s the least we can do!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Absolutely!

Area 10: Galue Mel North Gate [BOSS]

Black Name Roooooooooaaaaaaarrrrr…

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

This’ll be an easy victory!

Elemia Because we’re getting stronger too!

NAVICO Now, from here on we’re on the Galue Mel Continent.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Oooohhhhhh!
You’re amazing, sis!
Sis...

Elemia
Uh…
That makes me feel uncomfortable…

Area 11: Galue Mel North Gate

NAVICO Ahead is Susumu and Otsuji Market.

Elemia
We arrived sooner than I expected.
I thought it would take longer to get here.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Over there, sis...
Wait...
I'll help you now...

Elemia I don’t think we caught her...

Area 12: Road to Rill

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Ah!
It's time to send an email to sis!

Elemia Do you send one every day?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Every day?
No, I send it every 6 hours.

NAVICO
Please don’t boast.
We’re only one step ahead of the stalker…

Area 13: Road to Rill

Elemia
Hey!
Are we leaving you behind?!

Wolf of the Please walk a little slower.



Wilderness I can't walk too fast while typing an email.

Elemia
(Looks like you're typing pretty quickly...
I wonder if it’s a run-on sentence addressed to Cocole...)

Area 14: Otsuji Market

NAVICO We’ve arrived at Otsuji Market!

Elemia It’s a pretty big street, isn’t it?

NAVICO
It’s a street where merchants do business.
It keeps getting bigger and bigger.

Vanilla Wait!

Vanilla
Hey, you guys!
I heard you have a legendary relief.
Hehehe... That’s good, isn’t it!

Vanilla If you take it out quietly, I’ll help you out.

Player ?!

Elemia
How do you know about the relief?!
Who the heck are you?!

Vanilla
That doesn’t matter.
Will you take it out? Or not?

Vanilla It’s not something you should mix up with all your other stuff, right?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Haa haa… I finally caught up…
What? What are you doing?
I finally got an email.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Sending.
*Beep*

Ding! You got an email!

Vanilla Ah…

Elemia …

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

…

NAVICO …

Player …

Vanilla …

Vanilla ……

Vanilla ………

Vanilla Long time no see!

NAVICO The mood has changed...



Chapter 2: The Magical Unexplored Region Seleca

A character who suddenly appeared at Otsuji Market: Vanilla.
She was a character recreated by Cocole.

This tumultuous premonition suddenly appears before everyone...

Area 1: Otsuji Market

Elemia So, can you explain yourself?

Vanilla
Well, hahahaha.
After what happened, I remade my character, you see.

Vanilla
So, I’m meeting you like this.
Wait...
Are you guys surprised?

NAVICO …

Elemia …

Player …

Vanilla
Awwwww…
Don’t look at me like that!

Vanilla I just got info on the relief, so I was thinking about joining you.

Vanilla You see, back then, Flatley contacted me saying "everyone was looking for it"...

NAVICO Really?

Vanilla I figured I could come if I told you the location…

Elemia You figured?

Vanilla
I contacted her saying “tell me the location.”
Oh no, why do everyone’s faces look scary?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Siiiiiiiiiiiiis!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Siiiiiiiiiiiiis!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Siiiiiiiiiiiiis!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Siiiiiiiiiiiiis!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Siiiiiiiiiiiiis!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Siiiiiiiiiiiiis!

*Rustle*

Vanilla Now, everyone, this way!



NAVICO Ms. Wolf… how pitiful...

Area 2: Cru Ark Shrine Road

Elemia You have such a different avatar from before.

Vanilla
Hehe...
Isn’t it cute? I’m a bunny.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Somehow it doesn't feel like you, sis...
If anything, it’s more like a little sister’s character than a big sister like you.

NAVICO What's more, it's irritating that you made a different character than before...

NAVICO Somehow, your “hehe” is too flirtatious.

Vanilla
You’re irritating, NAVICO...
Well, I went through a lot of trouble to look this cute, so let's go attack something.

Elemia Where to attack?

Area 3: Cru Ark Shrine Road

NAVICO Go north from here to the Cru Ark Shrine.

NAVICO If you go west from here, you reach the Cave of Losers.

NAVICO This cave is connected to the village of Faye further west!

Vanilla Unfortunately for that, we are heading to the magical unexplored Seleca!

NAVICO Tsk...

Area 4: Cru Ark Shrine Road

Elemia
So?
Does Seleca have a relief?

Vanilla
It does.
I heard about it from an adventurer I met here.

Vanilla It seems that there was a battle over the relief in the past in Seleca.

NAVICO It seems that you can't hide your aunt-like tone when you say “it does.”

Vanilla
Hehe...
That's not true.

Elemia
Aren’t you overdoing the cutesy thing?
You can stop, can’t you?

Area 5: Fairy Lake Numir

Vanilla
What’s the matter, Wolfie?
You haven’t said anything in a while.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Well...
I was thinking about what to call sis from now on…



Elemia Isn't it okay to just use “sis?”

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

No, things have changed!

Area 6: Fairy Lake Numir

NAVICO This big lake is called Fairy Lake Numir.

Elemia If we can’t call you “sis,” how about we call you “that other sis?”

Vanilla
I beg your pardon…
Are you poking fun at me?

NAVICO There was also an event to defeat the Guardian Spirit who used to be at this lake.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

We don't do that though…

Elemia Isn’t it alright to call her Vanilla now?

NAVICO
However, the implementation of the Guardian Spirit was not done in time, so they 
prepared a ready-made monster...

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

You call it by name?!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

It looks like a good friend!
I’ve longed to say that!

NAVICO Umm… I can hear you.

Area 7: Fairy Lake Numir

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Vanilla!

Vanilla Hm?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Just wanted to say it!

Vanilla Annoying.

Area 8: Fairy Lake Numir

NAVICO Hehehe... From here on, this is Vanilla's favorite wilderness…

Vanilla Hehe... I am troubled by it, NAVICO.

Vanilla Vanilla, the newborn Cocole, is a mess in the wilderness.

Elemia What?!

Vanilla This month I’ll see the results of having devoted myself to raising my level a little!

NAVICO Tsk, typical Vanilla...



Area 9: Split Shell Pass

Vanilla Hahahaha! This steep path is pleasant, isn’t it?!

Elemia Am I dreaming right now?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Vanilla is cool, after all!

Vanilla
You weren’t nervous to call me by my name…
Aren’t you embarrassed?

Area 10: Split Shell Pass

Vanilla
Huh, phew...
That was nothing!

Elemia
Even if you say that you devoted yourself to raising your level, it's a one-month old 
character…

NAVICO
That was pretty close...
Cocole was worse than this one-month old character…

Area 11: Magion Highway

NAVICO To be honest, you can skip the skill animation with a screen tap!

Elemia What?! Seriously?!

Area 12: Magion Highway

NAVICO
The sea to the west from here is called the Duck’s Pot.
Be careful when swimming as it suddenly gets deeper.

Elemia
Swimsuit equipment is required in the summer…
The water can get cold.

Vanilla I lost all of my item data!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Vanilla! Use my equipment!
Although the sizes are different!

Elemia What can she do with differently-sized equipment?

Area 13: Magion Highway

Elemia Speaking of which, Vanilla has made a magical equipment character again.

Vanilla
Well, I'm not used to it.
If I have a chance to remake it next time, I wonder if I should make it a lightweight 
equipment character?

NAVICO
I said so last time.
When you were flagged for instant death.



Area 14: Magion Highway

NAVICO The city ahead is called Isaac.

Vanilla It’s a very lonely place even though it’s a city...

NAVICO
It used to be a little bigger, but now it's only the remnants of the townspeople who got 
caught up in the war.

Vanilla Don't say remnants…

NAVICO
For the time being, let’s go get something to drink.
Let’s get going.

Area 15: Frontier City, Isaac

Vanilla Hey, what do you say now that you're in Seleca?

Vanilla Is it still far away?

NAVICO
We’re almost there.
If you continue along the road, you will be able to see the city through the forest.

Vanilla I'm relieved.

Area 16: Magion Highway

Vanilla Oh, there is a cave in this place.

NAVICO
It’s called the Rock Path of the Sealed Mountain.
Huh? There’s only data for the name.

Vanilla
How useless...
Hm? What was your job again? Hm?

NAVICO
Tsk...
It’s like you’re boasting about a mediocre victory at a critical moment.

Area 17: Magion Highway

Vanilla
Ohhh! I see it!
Amazing! It’s huge!

Elemia This is definitely huge!

NAVICO Hmph...

Vanilla Why aren’t you amazed?

Area 18: Castle Town of Seleca

Vanilla
We’ve arrived!
Well, let's hurry to the center of the town.

NAVICO Why the center?

Elemia It's a standard arrangement in an RPG.



Area 19: Castle Town of Seleca

Townsperson
Ahhhhhhhh!
The phantom!

Townsperson I can't go outside in the town like this!

Red Shadow De… delete...

Vanilla
What?!
Guys, let’s go!

Elemia This is a big task that’s been going on for a while!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I won’t allow Vanilla to be killed again!

Player *Nod*

Area 20: Wild Unexplored Regions of Seleca

NAVICO That man is disappearing...

Player …

Vanilla I feel like he was staring at you…?

???
Well done!
You repelled the phantom...

Elemia
Huh?
...Who are you?

Balansia
My apologies...
My name is Balansia.
And this one here is...

Thunder I’m Thunder… Capital T-h-u-n-d-e-r! Hahaha!

Reflection
Shoo, Thunder, you’re in the way… I’m Reflection.
In reference to the reflected nature of a shadow, if you like...

Elemia
I see… I’m Elemia. Nice to meet you.
...So, you said something I’m curious about earlier.
A “phantom” was it?

Balansia Yes, it seems that’s what the red man you repelled earlier is called these days.

Elemia I see. A ghost or perhaps an illusion?

Balansia
I hear that in the worst case, the characters of those who are attacked 
by the phantom will be destroyed.
We cannot allow this.

Vanilla Certainly... Right, it can’t be allowed!

NAVICO I’m a well of emotions.



Area 21: Wild Unexplored Regions of Seleca

Vanilla So, what were you guys doing?

Balansia
I wanted to recruit friends to counter this situation, so I’ve decided to establish a guild 
first.

Thunder I support Bal and I accompany her along with other members.

Reflection The same goes for me.

Balansia
Right now, I'm heading to the western tower to pick up the item "Emblem of Unity" to 
establish the guild.

Balansia It would be very encouraging if you could come with us.

Elemia Us too? Well...

Vanilla Is it okay for me to go?

Elemia
For the relief?
Are there rumors of it being in the city?

Vanilla
There’s a rumor that it’s there.
These are some things we can sympathize with, and we want to help, right?

Player *Nod*

Vanilla
Hehe...
Thank you.

Elemia
If you guys say so, then no problem.
I will be happy to accompany you.

Balansia Thank you. So, let’s head to the west tower, the "Abandoned Demon Tower."

Chapter 3: Tiger of Revenge

In the Wild Unexplored Regions of Seleca, the group again 
meets a mysterious red-clad man.

The party repelled the phantom and met another.
They head to the west tower with Balansia and two others...

Area 1: Wild Unexplored Regions of Seleca

Balansia
I only just joined you, but...
I am terribly sorry.
We made it seem like we had some ulterior motive…

Elemia
Oh, because of the relief?
Well, as I said earlier, it's only a rumor after all.

Vanilla Right, right. No need to worry.

Elemia
In the first place... it's information that Vanilla got.
It'd be strange to rely on it.



Vanilla
Right, right. Strange, very strange… huh?
Elemia?

Area 2: Wild Unexplored Regions of Seleca

Thunder
This relief thing… is it the event I have been hearing about lately?
Is it popular?

Elemia
Because the degree of difficulty is high and it is difficult to get to the end of the event,
I thought about keeping it at arm’s length...
Don't worry about having too many rivals.

Reflection
Recently someone got a relief, but
the story is being released a bit at a time.
Do you know anything about it?

Vanilla Ummm...

Vanilla Well, the rumor is...

Player ...?

Vanilla (It may be better to keep silent about what we have for the time being...)

Area 3: Castle Town of Seleca

Vanilla
By the way, haven't you reported to 
CC Corp about the phantom yet?

Balansia
Of course...
It is a fatal bug, isn’t it?

Vanilla So what was the reply?

Balansia
Unfortunately they could not discuss the contents of the game…
Very disappointing.

Vanilla
How terrible!
We have characters, this could harm us!

Area 4: Magion Highway

Balansia Are you also the victim of character deletion?

Vanilla
Well, I was killed by a Black Name...
That is to say, I became a Black Name.

Reflection
You don’t have to tell me about those Black Name…
Did you remake your character?!
Good thing.

Vanilla Somehow, I’m more sympathetic than I’ve been in a while.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Wow... I was worried too!

Vanilla Oh, I'm sorry.



I didn’t mean to upset you.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Thanks...

Area 5: Magion Highway

???
I found her!
† Falderia N. Falderrick †!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

This voice… Victoria?!

???
Victoria?
No.
I am a Tiger burning with a desire for revenge...

Tiger of 
Revenge

I am Tiger of Revenge!

Vanilla That’s the same person, right?

Elemia Yeah, that’s the same person.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

You...
Did you clear that name change event?

Tiger of 
Revenge

Yes! To take revenge on you!

NAVICO
For those of you who forgot, it is a hellish marathon event that is said to give no 
experience points and takes 20 hours to clear.

Vanilla
Did you do something wrong again?
Please apologize immediately.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I didn’t do anything...

Elemia
Victoria... Victoria...
Oh, the gofer, Victoria, who I was talking about a long time ago!

Tiger of 
Revenge

Don’t call me a gofer!
Let’s fight!

Area 6: Magion Highway[BOSS]

Tiger of 
Revenge

Uggghhhh… too strong...

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

How was that? I’m strong, am I not?
My friends are too!

NAVICO Look at Ms. Wolf’s self-satisfied “I have friends” face...

Tiger of 
Revenge

Friends…?!



Tiger of 
Revenge

...

Tiger of 
Revenge

Daaaaaaaaaamn it!

Vanilla Oh, she ran away...

Elemia Wouldn't it be nice to make friends with her?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Huh...
Falderia and Victoria are incompatible...

NAVICO To explain, in the anime "Flying Wings"――

30 minutes later...

NAVICO Therefore, that's why Falderia and Victoria are incompatible with each other.

Elemia I think you can make good friends with people who have similar hobbies...

Balansia Um... I'm sorry, but will this story take a long time?

Thunder Can we just move on?

Area 7: Magion Highway

Thunder
But is that so?
That you are famous for duels, Wolf of the Wilderness?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Hehe, yeah.

Thunder Rabid dog?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I’m a wolf!

Area 8: Frontier City, Isaac

Vanilla
A rabid dog, hehehe.
Hahaha.

Elemia
Vanilla!
It's not good to laugh at people!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I’m a wolf!

Area 9: Magion Highway

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I mean, you look strong...
Let's duel!

Thunder Oh... is it just a rumor?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Huh?

Thunder That you’re a rabid dog who barks at nothing?



Wolf of the 
Wilderness

What?!

Vanilla There are various rumors about your uselessness...

Area 10: Magion Highway

NAVICO
There’s a legend that this sea, called the Duck's Pot, was made by a crater which itself 
was created by a grand magic experiment a long time ago…

Balansia Um... by the way, why is the NAVI running?

Vanilla If it's unpleasant, shall I erase it?

NAVICO NO?!!

Area 11: Magion Highway

Balansia I don’t really care… but...

NAVICO But... what should I do?

Balansia Well, you're growing up, right?

Vanilla Did you choose those words?

Area 12: Forest of Purification

NAVICO
I’m not bad!
The circumstances are bad!

Vanilla By circumstances you don’t mean me, do you?

Elemia Your character is slightly off.

Vanilla He… hehe.

Elemia After all, you try too hard, don’t you think?

Area 13: Forest of Purification

Elemia Guilds are a hassle and I never thought of making one…

Balansia
To be honest, I didn't intend to create a guild myself…
Hehehe.

Vanilla I don't like them because they’re troublesome...

Elemia Yeah, you're so right.

Area 14: Old Magion Highway

Balansia
Wouldn't it be awful if you couldn't enjoy the game as a game?
I want to change that situation as much as possible…

Elemia I think it ’s okay, I’ll support you.

Player *Nod*



Area 15: Western Mountain Village Zelca

Thunder …

Player ?

Thunder You’re… not very talkative, are you?

Player *Nod*

NAVICO He’s a little shy.

Thunder You can understand me?!

Area 16: Western Mountain Village Zelca

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

You look strong, too.

Reflection Me? No, not really.

Thunder Reflection is strong, but not as strong as me.

Reflection
It’s no good if you reveal our secrets too soon...
Isn’t it better to keep people in the dark? Hahaha.

Elemia I knew you were the one who seemed to be trouble...

Area 17: West Forest of Purification

Reflection Contrary to the name, this place is useless... it turns you into ashes.

Player !!

Reflection I’m kidding... are you okay?

Vanilla
You gave us a fright.
There are places where I don’t read the names.

Area 18: Old Magion Highway

Vanilla I’m feeling overwhelmed by how incredibly intense this climb is!

Thunder
What?
Isn't it good to train your body more?

Vanilla No, even if you compare me to a macho guy like yourself, Thun-thun.

Thunder Th-… Thun-thun?

Vanilla
You’re Thunder, right?
So, Thun-thun.

Thunder It's the first time I've been called Thun-thun, right, Bal?

Balansia ...You are the only one who gets to call me Bal.



Area 19: Old Magion Highway

Vanilla Why did they build a tower in such a high place?!

Balansia
…Therefore, when the Duck’s Pot was formed,
there is a legend that it escaped damage, right?

NAVICO
That’s right, but…
are more people doing my job for me again?

Area 20: Western Shield Zel Vand

Vanilla
I see it!
But what is up with this slope?!

NAVICO Now, please go on ahead.

Vanilla
Hehe...
It gets even tougher from here!

Area 21: Western Shield Zel Vand

Black Name Oooooooooohhhhhhhh...

Balansia What the heck is that character in front of the party?!

Elemia That's a Black Name! Everyone should be careful!

Black Name Haaaaaaaaaaaaa!!

Area 22: Abandoned Demon Tower [BOSS]

Black Name Rooooooaaaaaarrrrr...

Balansia
What a horrible thing...
I can’t believe this could happen!

Vanilla I may be a little traumatized…

Elemia
It’s not quite a phantom, but…
That shouldn't be here either.

Thunder Are you okay, Bal?

Balansia
Yes...
I'm getting a better sense of our purpose here.
Let's climb the tower quickly!

Chapter 4: West Tower

Everyone arrived at the Abandoned Demon Tower.
The group was attacked by a Black Name there.

With hope in their hearts, they aim for the top of the tower.



Area 1: Abandoned Demon Tower, 1st Floor

Elemia
We should be careful...
There may be a Black Name inside.

Vanilla Stop it!

Balansia
It was really good that
everyone came along.

Thunder Indeed! Thank you so much!

Reflection Uh huh.

Elemia I'll leave the thanks for when we get the Unity Emblem.

Balansia Sure… then, let’s get climbing!

Area 2: Abandoned Demon Tower, 2nd Floor

Vanilla I’ll leave the dark places to you...

NAVICO You’re quite the scaredy-cat, aren’t you?

Area 3: Abandoned Demon Tower 3rd Floor

Balansia …

Elemia
Huh?
What’s wrong?

Balansia Nothing… let’s move on.

Area 4: Abandoned Demon Tower, 4th Floor

Balansia Um... a little consultation.

Elemia Is it okay to proceed?

Balansia Yes it's fine.

Thunder …

Area 5: Abandoned Demon Tower, 5th Floor

Vanilla It feels like something’s about to happen...

Reflection Maybe... haha!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I will protect you, Vanilla!

Vanilla But you’re terribly unreliable…

Area 6: Abandoned Demon Tower, 6th Floor

Elemia It was okay to proceed after all…

Thunder That's right... Bal, are you okay?



Balansia
Yes, thank you.
Let's move on.

Area 7: Abandoned Demon Tower, 7th Floor

Balansia Um... I'd like to talk to you about earlier.

Elemia Okay, what’s up?

Balansia If you don't mind, I was thinking and hoping that you would join my guild...

Elemia Hmmm, become a guild member, eh?

Area 8: Abandoned Demon Tower, 8th Floor

Thunder
Hahaha, is that so? A guild member?
I definitely wanted to ask you too.

Elemia Hmmm...

Vanilla I certainly want to help out… don’t you?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

If Vanilla comes along...
I will too…

Area 9: Abandoned Demon Tower, 9th Floor

Reflection If you want Balansia to be included, will I be involved?

Player …

Vanilla What about you?

Balansia You don't have to give an immediate answer. Please think on it.

Area 10: Abandoned Demon Tower, 10th Floor

Elemia Now it seems better to concentrate on climbing the tower.

Balansia Yes... you're right.

Vanilla It's about to appear... the Black Name.

Area 11: Abandoned Demon Tower, 11th Floor

Vanilla
Hehe!
I feel like I'm getting stronger.

Balansia Have you fought them many times?

Elemia It seems the Black Names and us are inseparable. Haha...

Area 12: Abandoned Demon Tower, 12th Floor

Balansia I think this is wrong…

Vanilla What’s the matter?



Balansia
The game is fun...
You can enjoy the thrills they designed in it...
But this...

Elemia Yeah, this is not fun.

Area 13: Abandoned Demon Tower, 13th Floor

Vanilla Well, I guess it can't be helped that it gets dark? Let's keep going and try to have fun!

Balansia
Yes… I’m sorry for the inconvenience...
No, thank you very much.

Area 14: Abandoned Demon Tower, 14th Floor

Elemia You haven’t said anything nice in a while.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

What did you say?!
Vanilla is always kind!

Elemia Uh! I'm sorry... wait, why am I apologizing?

Area 15: Abandoned Demon Tower, 15th Floor

Reflection
I think we should stay focused here.
Something smells fishy...

Elemia Have you been able to sniff out any signs?

Reflection I'm good in dark places... Nyaha!

Elemia Have your senses been heightened?

Area 16: Abandoned Demon Tower, 16th Floor

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

They really have been heightened...

Reflection Nyaha… they have, right?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I can only focus on Reflection’s strong points...

Area 17: Abandoned Demon Tower, 17th Floor

Elemia About the guild...

Balansia Yes?

Elemia I’m going to have to decline...

Balansia …



Area 18: Abandoned Demon Tower, 18th Floor

Vanilla I also have to collect reliefs. Sorry, okay?

Balansia As you say, isn't it more important to manage this situation than to collect reliefs?

Vanilla Uh, yeah... I know that’s what I said, but...

Elemia Oh, I see.

Player …

Area 19: Abandoned Demon Tower, 19th Floor

Elemia I think we may be able to manage this situation by gathering reliefs.

Balansia
Collecting reliefs, eh?
Isn't that pointless if you're talking about the privilege of solving this situation?

Vanilla I can't say for sure, but this situation seems to be related to the reliefs.

Elemia
If this situation gets worse, the damage will be...
And Black Names may multiply.

Balansia Oh no...

Area 20: Abandoned Demon Tower, 20th Floor

Elemia We're here. Finally on the top floor...

Balansia Yes...

Vanilla
Oh, that thing hanging on the wall...
Isn't that an emblem?

NAVICO Yes, that's right!

Elemia Please take it.

Balansia Okay...

Elemia
Wait!
A Black Name is lurking nearby!

Vanilla
Hehe!
Let's get excited! Let's go!

Area 21: Abandoned Demon Tower [BOSS], 20th Floor

Black Name Rooooooaaaaaarrrrr...

Elemia Alright, it’s okay…

Balansia
There...
There seems to be another item with the emblem.

Elemia
Hm?
NAVICO, what’s that?

NAVICO
Tada!
The party got the Emblem of Unity and the Red Heart of the Spirit!



Elemia
The Red Heart of the Spirit?
What is that?

Balansia
Please bring it with you.
We have an Emblem of Unity,
so we will establish a guild.

Vanilla Hehe! I’ll support you.

Balansia
But I will not give up again...
Until then, we have to help each other get stronger.

Reflection Hahaha, absolutely right!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Help strengthen each other!

Thunder
Well, goodbye for a while until then!
Become a master! Hahaha!

Balansia Then, I thank you again... Thank you.

Player *Nod* 

Chapter 5: Vanilla is fierce!
After Balansia’s group completed their objective, the  party parted ways with them.

In order to sell the Red Heart of the Spirit obtained at the tower at a high price,
Vanilla gets worked up again...

Area 1: West Shield Zel Vand

Vanilla Anyway…

Elemia ?

Vanilla
This Red Heart of the Spirit that I found earlier,
does it sell well?

NAVICO Vanilla's heart remains dirty even while her character is cute…

Vanilla
Who are you calling dirty?!
An AI can't talk about my heart,
can it?

NAVICO Hehehe...

Area 2: West Shield Zel Vand

Vanilla For the time being, let's hold off on selling the relief!

Elemia Ah yeah, OK, OK.

Vanilla
Hehe.
That’s why I like you, Elemia.

Elemia Tsk! Flattery will get you nowhere!



Area 3: Old Magion Highway 

Vanilla
How much will it cost?
It's so shiny, I'm sure it's a lot of money!

Elemia It doesn't matter, but the money will be divided equally, right?

Player *Nod*

NAVICO Naturally.

Vanilla There’s one too many chiming in!

NAVICO Tsk.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I'm going to buy a present for Vanilla.
With that money…

Vanilla
Stop! Don't look at me with such sparkling eyes!
My dirty heart will be purified!

Area 4: Old Magion Highway

Vanilla
So? How much does this sell for?
NAVICO!

NAVICO This item is more than  rarity, so I don't know the item’s parameters...★★★ 」

Vanilla
Finally!
A high rarity item!
Now I'm a millionaire too!

NAVICO With a  ★★★ rarity or higher, the item must be sold in a big town.

Elemia
Also, the distribution volume will change, so if you want to sell it, you have to use 
Otsuji Market.

Vanilla
I'm getting excited!
Let's go to Otsuji Market!

Area 5: Western Purifying Forest

Vanilla I'm back in Zerka!

NAVICO Then I'm going to have some tea.

Area 6: Western Village Zerka

Black Name Raaaaaaawwwwwwwwrrrrrrr!

Vanilla I disappeared like that once before…

NAVICO
Well...
At that time, it was a wonderful way to be dispersed.

Vanilla Will NAVICO be scattered apart here now too?

NAVICO Nooooo, thank you very much...



Area 7: Western Village Zerka

NAVICO
Huh? Someone is here.
We’re getting closer to them.

??? Hey, hey, hey, hey. Hello there.

Bell
I'm Bell, this is Bill.
Pleased to meet you.

Bill Hello.

Vanilla Oh, hellooooo.

Bell
Sorry to suddenly spring this on you, but...
Did you guys see a little girl PC around here?

Bell
She has light blue hair and a cuteness that makes you want to just squeeze her.
She’s called Bint.

Elemia I haven't seen anyone like that.

Bell
Is that right? You came from the north, right?
Would you go and look for her there, Bill?

Bill …

Just got an email. That jerk!

Bell Oh, it’s from Bint.

Squishy Girl I got lost when I chased a bird!

Squishy Girl
It was a huge bird!
Its face looked just like Bill’s.
I took a picture so I'll show you later!

Squishy Girl
I don't know where I am right now, 
so I'm being guided by the NAVI to the Otsuji Market!

Squishy Girl
I'll wait for up to two hours, so come quickly!
From Bint.

Bill …

Bell Hmmm, she’s been in a penalty game.

Elemia
We’re going to Otsuji Market too.
Do you want to go with us?

Area 8: Old Magion Highway

Bell Once again, I'm Bell.

Bell
This unfriendly one is Bill.
The dumb-dumb who I mentioned before is Bint.

Bell
The three of us are forming a guild called "Caterpillars".
Pleased to meet you.

Vanilla As before, I’m Vanilla.

Vanilla This unfriendly one is my pal, and the idiot behind me is Wolf of the Wilderness.



Elemia She said “dumb-dumb,” not “idiot.”

Vanilla And this erotic one is Elemia.

Elemia Who are you calling erotic?

Area 9: Forest of Purification

Bell
Bill is quiet in public.
Is your friend also resolutely quiet?

Player …

Bill …

Player …

Bill …

Player *Nod*

Bill *Nod*

Vanilla They can communicate with their eyes... 

Area 10: Forest of Purification

NAVICO
What's up, Elemia?
Has something got you excited?

Elemia
Well, I'm looking forward to seeing the kid named Bint.
She sounds pretty cute.

Bell
She's a dog in character
Like a composite of a Chihuahua and a Bulldog, I think?

Elemia
Oh, I see.
(A bulldog-girl? Is that cute?)

Bell Would you say that you’re restless?

Area 11: Magion Highway

NAVICO Otsuji Market is the destination from here through the wilderness.

Vanilla
Hey, NAVICO.
Aren’t you navigating us through the wilderness a little too fast?

NAVICO Really? I thought I was going at normal speed.

Bell
Ahahaha.
You guys are entertaining.

Area 12: Magion Highway

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Um, are the three of you friends?

Bill ...



Bell Isn’t it like we’ve crossed over from being friends to being more like sisters?

Bill Yeah...

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

(Bests friends to sisters?!
Will be a sister to Vanilla someday?!)

Vanilla I can almost imagine what you are thinking, but that that’s because I don't have it.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

?!

Area 13: Magion Highway

Vanilla
The wilderness!
Let’s keep moving with all our might!

Bell Are you not good with wilderness?

Vanilla It’s not that I'm bad at it, I'm just not good at it!

Elemia You have quite the hot-cold personality.

Bell A great person once said that there is a way of thinking to overcome the pain.

Elemia Really? What’s that?

Bell It seems that you should think like this when you have a hard time.

Bell Like "I'm getting stronger again," for example.

Area 14: Split Shell Pass

Vanilla Hehe. I'm getting stronger again!

Elemia
It’s not so cute even if you say it with such a stiff face.
Try again!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Vanilla is always cute!

NAVICO Ms. Okami has some leeway because she is based in the wilderness.

Bill
!
You...

Bell
You...
You’re the famous “Rabid Dog of the Wilderness...”

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I’m a wolf!

Elemia It seems that you're known as a “Rabid Dog” to the wider society after all?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Grrrr...

Area 15: Split Shell Pass

Bell By the way, why are you guys going to Otsuji Market?



Vanilla
I’m glad you asked!
This right here!
I'm going to sell this!

Bell What's that? It's beautiful.

Vanilla The Red Heart of the Spirit! A  rarity!★★★★★
Bell Oh, amazing.

Vanilla
I'm looking forward to finding out how much it will sell for.
Hehehe...

Elemia You're betraying your personality...

Area 16: Fairy Lake Numir

Bell
Oh, if Squishy Girl were here, she would know its value.
Oh, Squishy Girl is Bint, by the way.

Elemia Hmm, does she have appraisal skills?

Bell
No, she has no eye for shiny things.
Most people know the price of most precious objects, right? Typically anyway.

Bill A crow...

Bell
Ahahahaha! That’s good!
Should I add it to the previous expression?
Chihuahua + Bulldog + Crow.

Bill Yeah, that’s it.

Elemia
Ahahaha...
(I can't imagine that combo at all...)

Area 17: Fairy Lake Numir

Vanilla Like Bill, having a silent character would be a problem for conversation, right?

Bill I can talk just fine...

Bell
Ah, Bill is not like that.
When the three of us are alone, we talk a lot.

Bell But here she won't talk.

Bill Bell!

Bell Oh, sorry, sorry.

Vanilla That’s somehow very worrisome…

Area 18: Fairy Lake Numir

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Are the three of you real-life friends?

Bell Oh, good question.



That's right. Bint and I are childhood friends who grew up next to each other.

Bell It's been the same with Bill since she transferred to our junior high school.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

You were next-door neighbors and childhood friends?!
What’s that?! Isn’t that against the rules?!

Bell Breaking the rules?

Vanilla I'm sorry, please ignore her. She’s a little sick in the head. ＾＾
Wolf of the 
Wilderness

No, that is what is called a stratified society which depends on the environment in which 
I was born!

Vanilla Ah, yes, yes. Now it's time for your medicine.

Bell
Ahahahaha.
You guys are funny.

Area 19: Fairy Lake Numir

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

What’s it like to have a childhood friend?
Is it nice?!

Bell
It’s good! Great, in fact!
Without a childhood friend, 
a person loses 17.5% of his life!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

That much?!
That’s quite a difference...

Vanilla
Bell…
You understand the character of the wolf, right?

Bell Yeah, I understand, I guess?

Area 20: Cru Ark Shrine Road

Bell
Well, in reality, there are times when having a childhood friend is good and times when 
it's bad.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

There is no bad times with childhood friends!

Bell But there are bad times.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

No! Absolutely not!
A childhood friend is a good thing!
Say so! Please!

Elemia Is it the same as someone without a sister dreaming about having a sister?

Vanilla
Elemia…
Don't complicate the story...

Area 21: Cru Ark Shrine Road

It's an email. That jerk!



Bell
Oh, it’s from Bint again.
*Tap*

Pochiko 30 minutes left… 

Bell
…
Alright, let's join as soon as we meet.

Area 22: Cru Ark Shrine Road

Black Name Rooooooooaaaaaaaarrrrrr!

Bell
They’ve been increasing in number recently.
What are these black things?

Elemia We call them Black Names.

Elemia
The person who was originally a normal PC becomes like this and 
it seems that the character will be deleted when it becomes a Black Name.

Bell What?! That’s scary.

Area 23: Otsuji Market

Bell By the way, are you really looking for “Squishy Girl?”

Bill It’s Bint’s accessory shop…

Bell Yeah.

Vanilla We’re going to go together to sell this?

Accessory Shop

Bint
Ahhh...
You finally arrived.
You’re late...

Bell
We’re not late at all.
To that extent, I told you not to leave without permission.

Bint
But it was amazing!
The world is huge!
Just like Bill.

*Pop*

Bint Hmm! Bill, you’re acting like Bell!

Bill
Am I being violent like Bell?
I’m not sure what you’re getting at..

Bell Bill, you always say that, don’t you?

Bell
You have to meet and educate those who don't understand, right?
That's for the sake of this world.

Bill
What a thing to say...
I'm glad to hear from you, so this time I'll forgive you.

Elemia Ah, this is why Bill doesn't usually talk…



Vanilla What a situation...

Bill ?!

Bill Oh! I forgot everyone was there…

Bell Ahahaha. Bill is cute.

Vanilla I'll sell this in a moment!

Bint Oh, that's the Red Heart of the Spirit!

Vanilla
Hehe.
Does it look expensive?

Bint Is it not for sale?

Vanilla …

Vanilla Huh?

Chapter 6: Tiger of Revenge, Again
The party met three young women.

They were informed of the value of the treasure,
but Vanilla was disappointed...

Area 1: Otsuji Market

Vanilla Ah, the excitement has gone way down for me.

Elemia Well, there’s not much we can do if it’s not for sale.

Bint
Ah, but hey...
There are two types of gems that are similar.

Bint
If you collect the three gems, "Red Tears of the Spirit," "Blue Tears of the Spirit," and 
"Blue Eyes of the Spirit," good things will happen.

Elemia Good things?

Vanilla Treasure?!

Bint I don’t know!

Vanilla ...Hey.

Bint
But if you look at the actual product, you'll be curious!
Shall we go?! Shall we collect them?!

Bell Hey… Squishy Girl… did you forget our purpose?

Bint
What?!
Oh, catching a bird that looks like Bill?!

Bell Absolutely useless...

Area 2: Cru Ark Shrine Road

Bell We have been trying to get rid of the thieves’ guild.

Vanilla Thieves’ guild?

Elemia Are you trying to subdue it?



Bell We’ll talk it out, but if that doesn't work, we’ll use force.

Area 3: Cru Ark Shrine Road

Elemia Why are you trying to subdue it again?

Bell Isn't the mission of our guild, Caterpillars, "loose justice"?

Vanilla
Even if you say it isn’t...
It is pretty loose.

Bint
Bell! Bell! Bell!
It's a squirrel! A squirrel! It's so cute!
Let's catch it and keep it at home!

Bill …

Elemia Certainly loose…

Bell Really? Ahahaha.

Area 4: Cru Ark Shrine Road

Elemia Is Bill from Kyushu?

Bill I live in Yokohama now…

Elemia Are you a student? What sort of club activities do you do?

Bill I’m a third-year high-school student. I do kendo...

Elemia What do you do that you find the most fun?

Bill …

Bint Oh no, when that happens, Bill won't even talk with force.

Elemia Tsk, I wanted to hear the Kyushu dialect.

Area 5: Fairy Lake Numir

Vanilla
I understand!
A dialect is something that touches people emotionally!

Bint That's right! When Bill moved here, I was 100% infatuated with her dialect!

Bint Do you just die inside when you are asked "Is Bint a kitten?"

Elemia That’s good! Good!

Bill I'm asking you to stop…

Bint When cleaning, I said "I’ll repair the broom."

Bint
Bill's flabbergasted face when she said "Is it broken?"
I loved that!

Bill That’s good now. That’s more than enough.

Elemia Great! Great!

NAVICO Elemia…



Area 6: Fairy Lake Numir

Vanilla
And is it the thieves’ guild that will be defeated?
Is that so terrible?

Bell
Isn't it one of the major unions?
It may be a rumor that comes from envy.

Bint It's a serious mission to go check it out!

Vanilla It was overwritten by a huge bird on my serious mission…

Vanilla What is a union?

Elemia
A guild is a collection of individuals.
An assembly of that guild is a union.

Elemia Well, it's like an alliance.

Area 7: Fairy Lake Numir

Bell Aren't you guys a guild?

Vanilla
It's not a guild.
I'm just unilaterally dependent on three people and one!

NAVICO It’s not a big deal…

Area 8: Fairy Lake Numir



Bint
Oh! It’s that bird!
The Bill Bird!
Wait!

*Woosh*

Bint My foot!

Vanilla The magnificent fool...

Bint Who, me?! My foot got caught?!

Bell Squishy Girl, if you take things too much into your own hands, you’ll fall, won’t you?

Bint Hee! I'm sorry, I'm sorry!

Bint
Huh?! A squirrel!
Bell, it’s a squirrel, a squirrel!
I did it! Wow!

Bell This one… honestly...

Area 9: Split Shell Pass

Elemia Bint, why are you an animal?

Vanilla Why the Kyushu dialect?

Bint
I love them!
Especially fluffy dogs and cats!

Bell
Squishy Girl's house is amazing.
It's already a pet shop.

Elemia
That's great!
I also want to keep a cat, but I live in an apartment.

Elemia My parents have cats at home, but this is just as cute…

Elemia It’s the number one reason I go home.

Elemia
By the way, the cats’ names are Shirako (White) and Kuroko (Black), and as the names 
suggest, they are pure white and pure black respectively. Isn’t that cute?

Elemia I'm looking forward to seeing if their two kids will be gray.

NAVICO Boy, that one really got to talking...

Area 10: Split Shell Pass

Bint Many kittens are white, right?

Bint
There are monochromatic, striped, and speckled patterns for cats, but these are 
genetically determined.

Bint
Monochromatic is a recessive gene, so if you don't have two monochromatic parents, it 
won't be expressed.

Bint
In other words, both have monochromatic genes, so the kitten born will always be 
monochromatic!

Bint Next, the gene that determines the color is...



Bell
Okay, okay. That’s enough.
Good grief… Squishy Girl doesn’t know when to stop when it comes to talking about 
animals.

Bint Oooohhhhhh… but I have more to say!

Elemia Umm, Bint?

Bell Oh, Squishy Girl looks like this and is an expert on animals.

Bell In other words, a professional, a genius.

Bell I’m sure I saw that she wrote a paper about animals the other day and received a prize.

Bell I've used most of my brain power looking at it, so I guess others have as well.

Elemia Perhaps...

Area 11: Magion Highway

Vanilla Bint has a surprising side to her.

Vanilla
Even though I say that she is nothing but a simpleton...
She is amazing...

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

*Whisper*
(Hey. Who is she calling a simpleton?)

Elemia You. She’s calling you a simpleton.

Area 12: Magion Highway

Vanilla
Hey, Bint...
This is a bit of a stupid question, but have you ever wanted to keep a wolf as a pet?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Huh?!

Area 13: Magion Highway

Elemia If that happens, the other two are likely to have some great abilities.

Bill …

Bell Bill is a master of Iai, the art of sword-drawing.

Bell I have no skills.

Bill That’s not true.

Bint
Bell is amazing! Totally amazing!
What more can I say...

Bell Yeah, yeah, that’s enough...

Elemia I'm bothered that she was able to stop there...

Area 14: Magion Highway

NAVICO Well, as usual, I will get a drink.



Bint I’ll go too!

Vanilla I envy that youthfulness…

Elemia What are the flower school girls saying?

Area 15: Frontier City Isaac

Bell It seems you guys can do some amazing things, huh?

Vanilla Stir-frying garlic stalks!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

House-sitting!

Elemia Memorizing famous lines of manga!

NAVICO Navigation!

Player …

Bell Wow. Is that an amazing thing?

Area 16: Magion Highway

Vanilla So, Ms. Wolf... Why are you house-sitting?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Because my parents both work.

Elemia A latchkey kid?!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I’m a latchkey kid!

*Grab*

NAVICO Somehow I feel I’ve come to understand you guys…

Area 17: Forest of Purification

Vanilla
I admire the latchkey kid.
Did I not say that?

Bint Certainly, it’s like a key, a stamp, or an adult item, and I admire it!

Bell Right, serial codes, passwords, and product keys, etcetera.

Vanilla Bell?

Area 18: Forest of Purification

Tiger of 
Revenge

Wait! Falderrick!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Oh, it’s you again, Victoria…

Tiger of 
Revenge

I'm not Victoria!
I am Tiger of Revenge!



Elemia

It’s not tiger as in the animal, it’s a reference to the zodiac sign.
If you look closely, it's an innocent mistake.

[Translator’s note: Tiger of Revenge’s name uses the kanji 寅, but she meant to use 虎. 虎
= tiger (animal), 寅  = Tiger (zodiac sign)]

Tiger of 
Revenge

?!

Tiger of 
Revenge

…

Tiger of 
Revenge

……

Tiger of 
Revenge

………

NAVICO
Did you make a mistake?
I thought it was a trick…

Vanilla
Oh, no.
You did, didn’t you?

Tiger of 
Revenge

*Trembling*

Bint
Too much tiger… hehehe.
Even I wouldn’t make such a mistake, right?

Tiger of 
Revenge

Uhhh...

NAVICO You’re in tears…

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Don't cry, why don't you change the name by doing a 20-hour event again?

Tiger of 
Revenge

I don't want to be told by you!
I’m dispelling a long-standing grudge!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Don’t lash out...

Area 19: Forest of Purification

Tiger of 
Revenge

I lost again...
Waaaaahhhh… waaaaaahhh.

Vanilla She started crying in earnest…

NAVICO Ahhhh, you made her cry…

Elemia Don't tease her.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Oh, don't cry.
Victoria is strong, right?

Tiger of 
Revenge

*Sniffle… Sniffle*
Remember that...



NAVICO Ms. Wolf is like a big sis...

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Shut up!

Area 20: Forest of Purification

Elemia But having a wolf be like an older sister is good.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

It’s not good! Shut up!

Vanilla
Hey, hey.
Wolf big sister...

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

What is it, Vanilla?
Ahehe.

Elemia You...

Area 21: Forest of Purification

Elemia I’ve gotten used to Vanilla's feigned innocence.

Vanilla
Hehe...
Aren’t I good?

NAVICO Despite being a rabbit...

Bint
Bell usually feigns innocence too!
Hehehe!

Bell
Isn't that the case?
It's normal.

Bint
That's right.
Rather than speaking of feigned innocence...

Bill You’ve changed completely...

Bint
Oh yeah, you’ve changed completely!
Roar!

Bell I have not, no way. ^ ^;

Area 22: East Shield Ur Vand

Vanilla
*Huff huff*
What is with this hilly road?!
Am I dying?!

NAVICO Galue Mel's specialty, the slopes of Ur Vang.

Vanilla The guy who made this kind of terrain should get struck by a meteorite and die!

Elemia Vanilla, your words and actions are not cute!

Vanilla
Hehe!
Well, this terrain is a little too harsh!



Area 23: East Shield Ur Vand

Black Name Roooooooaaaaaaaaaarrrrrrr!

Vanilla Don't come out to such a place even though it's a sloping road!

Elemia Vanilla, your face is twitching!

Vanilla
Hehe!
Don't come out to a place like this!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Vanilla is breaking…

Area 24: East Tower of Larva Entrance

Vanilla We've finally arrived…

Bell Would you like to finish it quickly?

Bint Let’s carry out justice!

Bill *Nod*

Chapter 7: A Forgery
To exterminate the three girls of the thieves’  guild,

the group somehow got to know each other.
They head to the "East Tower of Larva"…

Area 1: East Tower of Larva Floor 1

Vanilla NAVICO! I'll ask you first!

NAVICO This tower has 20 floors.

Vanilla How did you know what I wanted to ask?

Elemia It was obvious, wasn’t it?

Area 2: East Tower of Larva Floor 2

Bint
It's kind of exciting!
It's been a long time since I went wild!

Bill Before we start slashing, let’s talk first...

Bint
Hahahahaha!
Bring on the fight! I’m vainglorious!
I'll get into a fight!

Bell Ahahaha, what a delinquent!

Player …

Elemia The tension is high…

Vanilla Maybe a little scary…



Area 3: East Tower of Larva Floor 3

Vanilla
By the way, why is this called the East Tower of Larva?
It sounds like a person's name.

NAVICO The name comes from the fact that one of the three Great Sages once studied magic here.

Vanilla Are there two other towers?

NAVICO
You got it.
The Abandoned Demon Tower we climbed with Balansia the other day, is one of them.

Vanilla Hmm, I see...

Area 4: East Tower of Larva Floor 4

Vanilla
Since it was used as a magical research facility, wouldn’t it have a great magic item 
inside or something?

Vanilla
Hehe. I foresee big profits!
Hehehe.

Elemia
Hey, hey...
Don't say something so cute with such a cute face.

Area 5: East Tower of Larva Floor 5

Vanilla By the way, I've never seen you battle, but are you strong?

Bill Bell is the best...

Bell Is Squishy Girl strong?

Bint Bill is the strongest!

Elemia One of you has to be lying. You can’t both be the strongest...

Vanilla Is that a logic puzzle?

Area 6: East Tower of Larva Floor 6

Bell Well, isn’t everyone strong in their own way?

Bell You need to be strong to exact justice.

Bint Bill was even on par with Nanami!

Vanilla Nanami?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

You don’t know Nanami?!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

She is the strongest player who has won the annual Budokai Cross Arena many times!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

The strongest opponent that I have to defeat last...

Vanilla On the other hand, you’re probably the weakest opponent to beat first.



Wolf of the 
Wilderness

?!

Area 7: East Tower of Larva Floor 7

Bell Well, there are various types of strengths.

Vanilla Economical?

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Social?

Elemia Mental?

NAVICO What the heck are you talking about?

Area 8: East Tower of Larva Floor 8

Vanilla By the way, I didn't hear the information about the thieves’ guild.

Elemia That's right, I have to know about the opponents we might fight.

Bell
Sure, sure.
The guild is called “unHapplyChoice.”

Bell
The leader is Setsuna.
I heard that she is tremendously sharp and full of affection.

Vanilla That's the rumor this time.

Bell
That's right.
That's why I can't believe it.

Vanilla Well, you made a character and revealed your true colors, didn’t you?

Elemia Don’t say that!

Area 9: East Tower of Larva Floor 9

Bell The remainder of the guild is the twin combination of Karin and Suuren.

Bell
It seems that Karin, the older sister from the martial arts faction, and Suuren, the younger 
brother from the scholars faction, are blindly devoted to Setsuna.

Elemia Sounds like the wolf in relation to Vanilla.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

?!

Area 10: East Tower of Larva Floor 10

??? Welcome. Welcome to our hideout.

Elemia Who are you?!

??? Now, now. You came here to look for us, didn’t you?

Vanilla
That means...
You’re a member of unHappyChoice?!



Karin
Nice to meet you, I'm Karin.
Well, goodbye.

Area 11: East Tower of Larva [BOSS] Floor 10

Karin
Ugh… so strong.
Can’t go any farther.

NAVICO I used to say that we would talk it out at first…

Vanilla It's bad that he suddenly picks a fight!

Area 12: East Tower of Larva Floor 11

Elemia But how did they know we were coming?

Vanilla
Someone is leaking information.
Unfortunately…
We have a traitor in our midst…

Vanilla The criminal is...

Bint
Huh? Are you revealing them to us?
To exterminate them?

Elemia …

NAVICO …

Player …

Vanilla
Hehe...
You got it.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

As expected of you, Vanilla!

NAVICO …

NAVICO Why are you pointing your finger at me?

Area 13: East Tower of Larva Floor 12

Vanilla What floor is it now?

NAVICO I'm a criminal, so I don’t know.

Elemia Don’t pout...

Area 14: East Tower of Larva Floor 13

Bell
That Navigation Communicator...
Whose is it?

Vanilla That person there. That one.

Player *Nod*

Bell Hmph...



Area 15: East Tower of Larva Floor 14

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Navigation Communicator?

Vanilla The official name of NAVICO. NAVICO for short.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

What?!
Is that so?

Elemia What?!

Bint Seriously?!

Bill Huh?!

NAVICO Is that true?!

Vanilla Why would you guys not know that?

Area 16: East Tower of Larva Floor 15

???
Hi, you're finally here
I was getting tired of waiting.

Bint Since you were waiting, does that mean you’re ready to do this?

Karin Uhh… Suuren… help...

Suuren
Oh no...
Why do I have to do all the work just because you’re useless?

Bell !

Karin Hey, that’s…

Suuren
I fight for my own enjoyment!
Hehehe.

Bell Hahaa, that was what I said.

Area 17: East Tower of Larva [BOSS] Floor 15

Suuren Oh no… you’re stronger than me…

Bell Farewell, fakers.

Vanilla Faker?

Bint
That's right!
I wonder why I didn't notice it!

Elemia What do you mean?

Bill Their brother complex and sister complex…

Bell
That's right.
Rumor has it that these two, Karin and Suuren, are twins.

Bell Moreover, they’re famous for their heavily dependent relationship with each other.

Bell And yet there are times when they hate each other.



Vanilla In other words, it’s all fake...

Area 18: East Tower of Larva Floor 16

Elemia There are rumors of a robbery…

Bell There is a high possibility that they are false.

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Using a person's name to do wrong...
That I cannot forgive!

Bell
So, ummm…
I'll delete the data of those two people.

Vanilla Yeah, delete it... Huuuuh?!

Area 19: East Tower of Larva Floor 17

Vanilla
Ummm…
Is Bell a GM (Gamemaster) or something like that?

Bell
No, I’m not.
I’m just your average nosy player.

Vanilla I’ll delete the data now.

Bint Bell is a super…

Bell Bint, let's shut up a little, okay?＾＾
Bint Okay, okay.

Bell What was that?

Bint Okay!

Bell That wasn’t very enthusiastic!

Bint OKAYYYYYY!

Area 20: East Tower of Larva Floor 18

Vanilla Character deletion is a dangerous power...

Bell
Ahahaha!
Power depends on the will of the person who uses it
So do guns and knives, right?

Bell I like this world!

Bell So I can't forgive those who have a bad influence on it!

Bell Those who plunder and use cheats that allow them to get around the rules!

Bell
And if it’s as rampant as they say?!
Then it’s simple!

Bell We should just go find them and erase them!

Bell Ahahahahaha!

Bint Oh... Bell's illness is acting up again…



Elemia
Hmmm...
This gives me a lot to think about...

Area 21: East Tower of Larva Floor 19

Bell
I was a little upset.
I’m ashamed of the way I acted.

Bint That's always the case with Bell when the switch is turned on…

Vanilla I was pretty scared...

Elemia Well, it's okay as long as Bell's consciousness is suited to justice…

Elemia I want to think so anyway...

Bell
Well...
You know what I’m talking about, right?

Elemia Yeah!

Area 22: East Tower of Larva Floor 20

Setsuna You’re here.

Vanilla We’ve arrived.

Vanilla Now, Bell! Delete her!

NAVICO …

NAVICO I’m realizing now that we shouldn't give Vanilla all the power.

Elemia
I agree.
It's like giving a dictator a missile switch.

Setsuna
How disorderly!
I will deal with you!

Bell Uhhhh...

Bell I'm filtering the character data.

Bell Well, it's natural to say that.

Bill Beat her up, instead...

Bint
That's right! I should have done that first, right?!
Should I do it?! Should I do it?!

Vanilla No... these people are scary.

Elemia You are also scary in your own way.

Area 23: East Tower of Larva [BOSS] Floor 20

Setsuna Ugh… so strong...

Bell Hmmm, I can see her character data.

Elemia The full view is erotic!

NAVICO Erotic is in your head, Elemia.



Bell Okay, deleting, deleting.

5 minutes later...

Bint The owner ID of the stolen item remains the same!

Bell Oh, that was a quick story.

Bell Hey, transferring...

Vanilla Ah! My treasures?!

Elemia Shouldn't you be the one who had their character deleted?

Bint Huh? Did you have one left?

Bint
This is the Blue Tear of the Spirit!
It's super rare!

Vanilla
Is that not-for-sale?
Is that the only one left?

Bint Well, well, please give it to me!

Vanilla What do you guys think?

NAVICO I'm just a navigator.

Elemia Doesn’t matter to me.

Player *Nod*

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

I want to give Vanilla a gift!

Vanilla
Okay, it’s unanimous!
Then I'll give this to Bint.

Bint I did it! It's so shiny and pretty!

Wolf of the 
Wilderness

Vanilla…

Elemia Wolf... pathetic…


